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2In quantum cryptography, noise in the communication channel plays a crucial role: In
the worst-case scenario, all noise in the channel is attributed to an eavesdropper, who ma-
nipulates the qubits in order to gain as much information on their state as possible, while
introducing only a moderate level of noise.
To deal with this situation, two dierent techniques have been developed: Classical pri-
vacy amplication allows the eavesdropper to have partial knowledge about the raw key
built up between the communicating parties Alice and Bob. From the raw key, a shorter
key is \distilled" about which Eve has vanishing (i. e. exponentially small in some chosen
security parameter) knowledge. Despite of the simple idea, proofs taking into account all
eavesdropping attacks allowed by the laws of quantum mechanics have shown to be tech-
nically involved [13, 14, 15]. Recently, Shor and Preskill [16] have given a simpler physical
proof relating the ideas in [13, 14] to quantum error correcting codes [8] and, equivalently,
to one-way entanglement purication protocols [11]. Quantum privacy amplication (QPA)
[12], on the other hand, employs a two-way entanglement purication recurrence protocol
that eliminates any entanglement with an eavesdropper by creating a few perfect EPR pairs
out of many imperfect (or impure) EPR pairs. The perfect EPR pairs can then be used
for secure key distribution in entanglement-based quantum cryptography [3, 12, 17]. In
principle, this method guarantees security against any eavesdropping attack. However, the
problem is that the QPA protocol assumes ideal quantum operations. In reality, these op-
erations are themselves subject to noise. As shown in [18, 19, 20], there is an upper bound
F
max
for the achievable delity of EPR pairs which can be distilled using noisy apparatus. A
priori, there is no way to be sure that there is no residual entanglement with an eavesdrop-
per. This problem could be solved if Alice and Bob had fault tolerant quantum computers at
their disposal, which could then be used to reduce the noise of the apparatus to any desired
level. This was an essential assumption in the security proof given by Lo and Chau [21].
In this paper, we show that the standard two-way entanglement purication protocol
alone, with some minor modications to accomodate certain security aspects as discussed
below, can be used to eÆciently establish a perfectly private quantum channel, even when
both the physical channel connecting the parties and the local apparatus used by Alice and
Bob are noisy. [39]
In Section II we will briey review the concepts of entanglement purication and of the
quantum repeater, and discuss why it is interesting to combine the security features of
entanglement purication with the long-distance feature of the quantum repeater. Section
III will give the main result of our work: we prove that it is possible to factor out an
eavesdropper using EPP, even when the apparatus used by Alice and Bob is noisy. One
important detail in the proof is the ag update function, which we will derive in Section IV.
We conclude the paper with a discussion in Section V.
II. ENTANGLEMENT PURIFICATION AND THE QUANTUM REPEATER
A. Entanglement purication
As two-way entanglement purication protocols (2{EPP) play an important role in this
paper, we will briey review one example of a a recurrence protocol which was described
in [12], and called quantum privacy amplication (QPA) by the authors. It is important to
note that we distinguish the entanglement purication protocol from the distillation process:
the rst consists of probabilistic local operations (unitary rotations and measurements),
3where two pairs of qubits are combined, and either one or zero pairs are kept, depending
on the measurement outcomes. The latter, on the other hand, is the procedure where the







FIG. 1: The entanglement purication protocol (a) and the entanglement distillation process (b).
In the quantum privacy amplication 2{EPP, two pairs of qubits, shared by Alice and











. Without loss of generality (see later),
















































Following [12], the protocol consists of three steps:
1. Alice applies to her qubits a =2 rotation, U
x


























on the four qubits.




of the BCNOT operation





otherwise it is discarded. The target pair is always discarded, as it is projected onto
a product state by the bilateral measurement.
By a straigtforward calculation, one gets the result that the state of the remaining pair

































, which is the probability that
Alice's and Bob's measurement results in step 3 coincide. Note that, up to the normalization,
these recurrence relations are a quadratic form in the coeÆcients A;B;C; and D. These
4relations allow for the following interpretation (which can be used to obtain the relations
(2) in the rst place): As all pairs are in the Bell diagonal state (1), one can interpret









i, respectively, appear in the ensemble. By looking at (2) one nds that the result of
combining two j
+
i or two j	
 
i pairs is a j
+
i pair, combining a j	
+
i and a j
 
i (or vice
versa) yields a j	
 
i pair, and so on. Combinations of A;B;C; and D that do not occur in
(2), namely AC, AD, BC and BD, are \ltered out", i. e. they give dierent measurement
results for the bilateral measurement in step 3 of the protocol. We will use this way of
calculating recurrence relations for more complicated situations later.
Numerical calculations [12] and, later, an analytical investigation [22] have shown that
for all initial states (1) with A > 1=2, the recurrence relations (2) approach the xpoint
A = 1; B = C = D = 0; this means that given a suÆciently large number of initial pairs,
Alice and Bob can distill asymptotically pure EPR pairs.
B. Entanglement purication with noisy apparatus and the quantum repeater
Under realistic conditions, the local operations (quantum gates, measurements) them-
selves, that constitute a purication protocol, will never be perfect and thus introduce a
certain amount of noise to the ensemble when they are applied by Alice and Bob. The
follow questions then arise: How does a protocol perform under the inuence of local noise?
How robust is it and what is the threshold for purication? These questions have been
dealt with in Refs. [18, 19, 20]. The main results are, in brief, that for a nite level of local
noise, there is a maximum achievable delity F
max
< 1 beyond which purication is not
possible. Similarly, the minimum required delity F
min
> 1=2 for purication has increased




] 2 [1=2; 1] has
thus become smaller compared to the noiseless case. With an increasing noise level, the size





and the protocol breaks down. At this point, the noise of the local operations corresponds
to a loss of information that is larger than the gain of information ontained by a destillation
step in the ideal case.
For a moderate noise level (of the order of a few percent for the recurrence protocols
of Refs. [10, 12]), entanglement purication remains an eÆcient tool for establishing high-
delity (although not perfect) EPR pairs, and thus for quantum communication over dis-
tances of the order of coherence length of a noisy channel. The restriction to the coherence




Long-distance quantum communication describes a situation where the length of the chan-
nel connecting the parties is typically much longer than its coherence- and absorption length.
As the depolarisation errors and the absorption losses scale exponentially with the length of
the channel, one cannot send qubits directly through the channel.
To solve this problem, there are two solutions known. The rst is to treat quantum
communication as a (very simplistic) special case of quantum computation. The methods
of fault tolerant quantum computation [23, 24] and quantum error correction could then
be used for the communication task. An explicit scheme for data transmission and storage
has been discussed by Knill and Laamme [25], using the method of concatenated quantum
coding. While this idea shows that it is in principle possible to get polynomial or even
polylogarithmic [26, 27, 28] scaling in quantum communication, it has an important draw-
5back: long-distance quantum communication using this idea is as diÆcult as fault tolerant
quantum computation, despite the fact that short distance QC is (from a technological point
of view) already ready for practical use.
The other solution for the long-distance problem is the entanglement based quantum re-
peater (QR) [18, 19] with two-way classical communication. It employs both entanglement
purication [10, 11, 12] and entanglement swapping [29, 30, 31] in a meta-protocol, the
nested two-way entanglement purication protocol (NEPP). The apparatus used for quan-
tum operations in the NEPP tolerates noise on the (sub-) percent level. As this tolerance
is two orders of magnitude less restrictive than for fault tolerant quantum computation, it
seems to make the quantum repeater a promising concept also for practical realisation in
the future. Please note that the quantum repeater has been designed not only to solve the
problem of decoherence, but also of absorption. For the latter, the possiblity of quantum
storage is required at the repeater stations. An explicit implementation that takes into
account absorption is given by the photonic channel of Ref. [32, 33] (see also [34]).
C. The quantum repeater and quantum privacy amplication
The aim of this paper, as mentioned in the introduction, is to show that entanglement
distillation using realistic apparatus is suÆcient to create private entanglement [40] between
Alice and Bob, i. e. pairs of entangled qubits of which Eve is guaranteed to be disentangled
even though they are not pure EPR pairs. If these pairs are used to teleport quantum
information from Alice to Bob, they can be regarded as a noisy but private quantum channel.
This will also prove the security of quantum communication using the entanglement-
based quantum repeater, since it is only necessary to consider the outermost entanglement
purication step in the NEPP, which is performed by Alice and Bob exclusively, i.e. without
the support of the parties at the intermediate repeater stations. In particular, it is not
necessary to analyze the eect of noisy Bell measurements on the security. In the worst
case scenario, Alice and Bob assume that all repeater stations are completely under Eve's
control, anyway. For this reason, Alice and Bob are not allowed to make assumptions on
the method how the pairs have been distributed.
The role of the quantum repeater in the security proof is thus the following. It tells
us that it is possible to distribute EPR pairs of high delity over arbitrary distances (with
polynomial overhead), given that the noise level of the apparatus (or operations) used in the
entanglement purication is below a certain (sub percent) level. The noise in the apparatus
will reect itself in the fact that the nal distributed pairs between Alice and Bob are also
imperfect (i.e. not pure Bell states), and so the question arises whether these imperfect pairs
can be used for e.g. secure key distribution. The answer is yes. Since the security regime
practically coincides with the purication regime (see Sec. IIID), quantum communication
is guaranteed to be secure whenever the noise level of the local operations is in the operation
regime of the quantum repeater.
III. FACTORIZATION OF EVE
In this section we will show that 2{EPP with noisy apparatus is suÆcient to factor out
Eve in the Hilbertspace of Alice, Bob, their laboratories, and Eve. For the proof, we will rst
introduce the concept of the lab demon as a simple model of noise. Then we will consider
6the special case of binary pairs, where we have obtained analytical results. Using the same
techniques, we generalize the result to the case of Bell-diagonal ensembles. To conclude the
proof, we show how the most general case of ensembles, described by an arbitray entangled
state of all the qubits on Alice's and Bob's side, can be reduced to the case of Bell-diagonal
ensembles.
A. The eect of noise
In this section we will answer the following question: what is the eect of an error,
introduced by some noisy operation at a given point of the distillation process? We restrict
our attention to the following type of noise:
 It acts locally, i. e. the noise does not introduce correlations between remote quantum
systems.
 It is memoryless, i. e. on a timescale imposed by the sequence of steps in a given
protocol, there are no correlations between the \errors" that occur at dierent times.
The action of noisy apparatus on a quantum system in state  2 B(H) can be formally
described by some trace conserving, completely positive map. Any such map can be written










with linear operators A
i





= 1. The operators
A
i
are the so-called Kraus operators [35].
As we have seen above, in the purication protocol the CNOT operation, which acts on
two qubits a and b, plays an important role. For that reason, it is necessary to consider noise







. Eq. (3) describes the most general non-
selective operation that can, in principle, be implemented. For technical reasons, however,
we restrict our attention to the case that the Kraus operators are proportional to products
of Pauli matrices. The reason for this choice is that Pauli operators map Bell states onto
Bell states, which will allow us to introduce the very useful concept of error ags later.






























= 1. Note that Eq. (4) includes, for an ap-
propriate choice of the coeÆcients f

, the one- and two-qubit depolarizing channel and
combinations thereof, as studied in [18, 19]; but it is more general. Below, we will refer to
these special Kraus operators as error operators.
The proof can be extended to more general noise models if a slightly modied protocol
is used, where the twirl operation of step 1 is repeated after every distillation round [41].
The concatenated operation, which consists of a general noisy operation followed by this
regularization operation, is Bell diagonal i. e. it maps Bell-diagonal states onto Bell-diagonal
states, but since it maps all states to a Bell-diagonal state, it clearly cannot be written in
7the form (4). However, for the purpose of the proof, it is in fact only necessary that the
concatenated map restricted to the space of all Bell-diagonal ensembles can be written in the
form (4); we call such a map a restricted Bell-diagonal map. Clearly, not all restricted Bell-
diagonal maps are of the form (4), which can be seen considering a map which maps any Bell
diagonal state to a pure Bell state. Such a map could, however, not be implemented locally.
Thus the question remains whether a restricted Bell-diagonal map which can be implemented
locally can be written in the form (4). Though we are not aware of a formal proof of such
a theorem, we conjecture that it holds true: the reduced density operator of each qubit
must remain in the maximally mixed state, which is indeed guaranteed by a mixture of
unitary rotations. We also have numerical evidence which supports this conjecture. Note
that in the case of such an active regularization procedure, it is important that the Pauli
rotations in step 1 can be performend well enough to keep the evolution Bell diagonal. This
is, however, not a problem, since Alice and Bob are able to propagate the Pauli rotations
through the unitary operations of the EPP, which allows them to perform the rotations just
before a measurement, or, equivalently, to rotate the measurement basis. This is similar
to the concept of error correctors (where the error consists in ommiting a required Pauli









occur on qubits a and b, respectively. For pedagogic purposes we
employ the following interpretation of (4): Imagine that there is a (cticious) little demon
in Alice's laboratory { the \lab demon" { which applies in each step of the distillation
process randomly, according to the probability distribution f






to the qubits a and b, respectively. The lab demon summarizes all relevant aspects of the
lab degrees of freedom involved in the noise process.
Noise in Bob's laboratory, can, as long as we restrict ourselves to Bell diagonal ensembles,
be attributed to noise introduced by Alice's lab demon, without loss of generality; this is,
however, not a crucial restriction, as we will show in Section III E. It is also possible to think
of a second lab demon in Bob's lab who acts similarly to Alice's lab demon. This would,
however, not aect the arguments employed in this paper.
The lab demon does not only apply rotations randomly, he also maintains a list in which
he keeps track of which rotation he has applied to which qubit pair in which step of the
distillation process. What we will show in the following section is that, from the mere
content of this list, the lab demon will be able to extract { in the asymptotic limit { full
information about the state of each residual pair of the ensemble. This will then imply that,
given the lab demons knowledge, the state of the distilled ensemble is a tensor product of
pure Bell states. Furthermore, Eve cannot have information on the specic sequence of Bell
pairs (beyond their relative frequencies) | otherwise she would also be able to learn, to
some extent, at which stage the lab demon has applied which rotation.
From that it follows that Eve is factored out, i. e. the overall state of Alice's, Bob's and



























= 1, and B
i;j
describe the four Bell states as dened in Sec. III E.
Note that the lab demon was only introduced for pedagogical reasons. In reality, there
will be other mechanisms of noise. However, all physical processes that result in the same
8completely positive map (4) are equivalent, i. e. cannot be distinguished from each other if
we only know how they map an input state 
i
onto an output state 
f
. In particular, the
processes must lead to the same level of security (regardless whether or not error ags are
measured or calculated by anybody): otherwise they would be distinguishable.
In order to separate conceptual from technical considerations and to obtain analytical
results, we will rst concentrate on the special case of binary pairs and a simplied error
model. After that, we generalize the results to any initial state.
B. Binary pairs












































































. Eq. (7) describes a two-bit correlated spin-ip
channel. The indices 1 and 2 indicate the source and target bit of the bilateral CNOT
(BCNOT) operation, respectively. It is straightforward to show that, using this error model
in the 2{EPP, binary pairs will be mapped onto binary pairs.
At the beginning of the distillation process, Alice and Bob share an ensemble of pairs
described by (6). Let us imagine that the lab demon attaches one classical bit to each pair,
which he will use for book-keeping purposes. At this stage, all of these bits, which we call
\error ags", are set to zero. This reects the fact that the lab demon has the same a priori
knowledge about the state of the ensemble as Alice and Bob.
In each purication step, two of the pairs are combined. The lab demon rst simulates
the noise channel (7) on each pair of pairs by the process described. Whenever he applies
a 
x
operation to a qubit, he inverts the error ag of the corresponding pair. Alice and
Bob then apply the 2{EPP to each pair of pairs; if the measurement results in the last
step of the protocol coincide, the source pair will be kept. Obviously, the error ag of that
remaining pair will also depend on the error ag of the the target pair, i. e. the error ag
of the remaining pair is a function of the error ags of both \parent" pairs, which we call
the ag update function. In the case of binary pairs, the ag update function maps two
bits (the error ags of both parents) onto one bit. In total, there exist 16 dierent functions
f :f0; 1g
2
! f0; 1g. From these, the lab demon chooses the logical AND function as the ag
update function, i. e. the error ag of the remaining pair is set to \1" if and only if both
parent's error ags had the value \1".
After each purication step, the lab demon divides all pairs into two subensembles, ac-





, which completely describe the state of the pairs in the subensemble









































































































































































, we obtain the following analytical expres-




































Note that, while Eq. (9) gives a xpoint of (8) for f
0
 3=4, this does not imply that
this xpoint is an attractor. In order to investigate the attractor properties, we calculate






















































= 0:77184451 < f
0
 1, which means that in this interval, the xpoint (9) is also an
attractor. This is in excellent agreement with a numerical evaluation of (8), where we found




We have also evaluated (8) numerically in order to investigate correlated noise (see Fig. 2).










exponentially fast, whenever the noise level is moderate.
In other words, both subensembles, characterized by the value of the respective error
ags, approach a pure state asymptotically: The pairs in the ensemble with error ag \0"
are in the state j
+
i, while those in the ensemble with error ag \1" are in the state j	
+
i.
A map of the xpoints
















have been plotted as a func-
tion of the noise parameter f
0
. Most interesting in this graph is the shape of the curve
representing the conditional delity: For all noise parameters f
0
 0:75, the conditional









































decrease exponentially fast in the number of steps. The initial delity was






































F = A0 + A1
F_cond = A0 + B1














the conditional delity reaches unity. In the intermediate regime (0:75 < f
0
< 77184451),









The emergence of the intermediate regime of noise parameters, where the 2{EPP is able
to purify and the lab demon does not gain full information on the state of the pairs is
somewhat surprising and shows that the factorization of the eavesdropper is by no means a
trivial consequence of (noisy) EPP. From a mathematical point of view, it is consistent with
11
the nding after Eq. (10).
The purication curve
To understand the emergence of the intermediate regime better, we have plotted the pu-






-diagram. A problem with this diagram








minus normalization), so that such plots can only show a specic section through the full
parameter space. Below we explain in detail how these sections have been constructed.
Fig. 4 shows an overdrawn illustration of what we found: for noise parameters close to the
purication threshold, the purication curves have a point of inection. If the noise level
increases (i. e. f
0
decreases), the curves are quasi \pulled down". For f
0
= 0:77184451, the
slope of the purication curve at the xpoint F
cond
= 1 equals unity. If we further decrease
f
0
, the xpoint is no longer an attractor, but due to the existence of the point of inection,
























FIG. 4: Illustration of the purication curve for variouse noise levels f
0
. In order to make the
point clear, the eect has been strongly overdrawn. See text.
To obtain the one-parametric curves shown in Fig 5, we used the following technique:




















by applying the recursion relations (8) once. The points on the straight line in parameter
space connecting these two points have then been used as input values for the map given by
the nth power of (8). For the plot, the resulting curve segments have been concatenated.
This procedure has been repeated for all noise parameters f
0
that are specied in Fig. 5.
Note that at the critical value f
crit
0









































FIG. 5: Actual data from which Fig. (4) has been infered.
13
any -environment of the xpoint diverges. This fact will later be discussed in a more general
case, see Fig. 9.












 0:77184451, just above the threshold of the purication protocol, the
conditional delity does not reach unity, while the protocol is in the purication regime.
Even though this interval is small and of little practical relevance (for these values of f
0
we
are already out of the repeater regime [18] and purication is very ineÆcient), its existence
shows that the process of factorization is not trivially connected to the process of purication.
C. Bell-diagonal initial states
Now we want to show that the same result is true for arbitrary Bell diagonal states
(Eq. (1)) and for noise of the form (4). The procedure is the same as in the case of binary
pairs; however, a few modications are required.
In order to keep track of the four dierent error operators 

in (4), the lab demon has
to attach two classical bits to each pair; let us call them the phase error bit and amplitude






) error occurs, the lab demon inverts the error amplitude bit
(error phase bit, both error bits). To update these error ags, he uses the update function
given in Tab. I. The physical reason for the choice of the ag update function will be given
in the next section.
(00) (01) (10) (11)
(00) (00) (00) (00) (10)
(01) (00) (01) (11) (00)
(10) (00) (11) (01) (00)
(11) (10) (00) (00) (00)
TABLE I: The value (phase error,amplitude error) of the updated error ag of a pair that is kept




(left to right and top to
bottom, respectively).
Here, the lab demon divides all pairs into four subensembles, according to the value of
their error ag. In each of the subensembles the pairs are described by a Bell diagonal
density operator, like in Eq. (1), which now depends on the subensemble. That means, in































































These generalize the recurrence relations (8) for the case of binary pairs, and the relations
(2) for the case of noiseless apparatus.
14







= 0:021131 and f
ij
= 0:003712 for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g. This
corresponds to a combination of one- and two-qubit white noise, as studied in [18, 19], with noise
parameters p
1
= 0:92 and p
2





= 0:973, considering noise in Alice's and Bob's laboratory. We have choosen these values for
didactical reasons, in order to make the eect more visible.
Like the recurrence relations (2) and (8), respectively, these relations are (modulo nor-











coeÆcients that depend on the error parameters f

only. In other words, (11) can be









where, for each j 2 f1; : : : 16g,M
j
is a real 1616-matrix whose coeÆcients are polynomials





















that describe the evolution of the total
ensemble (that is, the blend [37] of the four subensembles) under the purication protocol.
Note that these values are the only ones which are known and accessible to Alice and Bob,
as they have no knowledge of the values of the error ags. It has been shown in [18] that
under the action of the noisy entanglement distillation process, these quantities converge












is the maximal attainable delity
[19].







They are organized in a 4  4-matrix, where one direction represents the Bell state of the
pair, and the other indicates the value of the error ag. The gure shows the state (a) at
the beginning of the entanglement purication procedure, (b) after few purication steps,
and (c) at the xpoint. As one can see, initially all error ags are set to zero and the
pairs are in a Werner state with a delity of 70%. After a few steps, the population of the
diagonal elements starts to grow; however, none of the elements vanishes. At the xpoint,
all o-diagonal elements vanish, which means that there are strict correlations between the
states of the pairs and their error ags.
In order to determine how fast the state converges, we investigate two important




















. Note that the rst quantity is the sum over the
15


































































































































FIG. 7: The delities F and F
cond
as a function of the number of steps in the security regime
of the entanglement distillation process (analytical results (lines) and Monte Carlo simulation














= 0:968 (see Fig. 6). The Monte Carlo simulation was started with 10000000 pairs; the
numbers indicate how many pairs are left after each step of the distillation process. This decreasing
number is the reason for the increasing uctuations around the analytical curves.
four j
+
i components in Fig. 6, while the latter is the sum over the four diagonal elements.
The conditional delity is the delity which Alice and Bob would assign to the pairs if they



























is the non-normalized state of the subensemble of the pairs with the error ag
(i; j). For convenience, we use the phase- and spin-ip bits i and j as indices for the Pauli














. We will utilize the advantages of this
notation in Section IV.
The results that we obtain are similar to those for the binary pairs. We can again
distinguish three regimes of noise parameters f

. In the high-noise regime (i. e., small
values of f
00
), the noise level is above the threshold of the 2{EPP and both the delity
F and the conditional delity F
cond
converge to the value 0.25. In the low-noise regime
(i. e., large values of f
00





to unity (see Fig. 7). This regime is the security regime, where we know that secure
quantum communication is possible. Like for binary pairs, there exists also an intermediate
regime, where the 2{EPP puries but F
cond
does not converge to unity. For an illustration,
see Fig 8. Note that the size of the intermediate regime is very small, compared to the
security regime. Whether or not secure quantum communication is possible in this regime
is unknown. However, the answer to this question is irrelevant for all practical purposes,
because in the intermediate regime the distillation process converges very slowly, as shown
in Fig. 9. In fact, the divergent behaviour of the process near the critical points has features
remnant of a phase transition in statistical mechanics.
To estimate the size of the intermediate regime and to compare it to the case of binary













= (1   f
0





















FIG. 8: The size and the location of the three regimes of the distillation process. For xed values
of f
00
, the remaining 15 noise parameters f

have been choosen at random. Plotted is the relative
frequency of nding the noise parameters in any of the three regimes as a function of f
00
.
Note that the size of the intermediate regime is much smaller than in the case of binary
pairs.
Regarding the eÆciency of the distillation process, it is an important question how many
initial pairs are needed to create one pair with delity F
cond
, corresponding to the security
parameter   1   F
cond
. Both the number of required initial pairs (resources) and the
security parameter scale exponentially with the number of distillation steps, so that we
expect a polynomial relation between the resources and the security parameter . Fig. 10
conrms this relation in a log-log plot for dierent noise parameters. The straight lines are
tted polynomial relations; the t region is indicated by the lines themselves.
E. Non-Bell-diagonal pairs
In the worst-case scenario, Eve generates an ensemble of N qubit pairs which she dis-
tributes to Alice and Bob. For that reason, Alice and Bob are not allowed to make specic
assumptions on the state of the pairs. Most generally, the state of the 2N qubits, of which



































































































i = (j01i   j10i) =
p
2. In
general, (14) will be an entangled state of 2N particles, which might moreover be entangled
with additional quantum systems in Eve's hands; this allows for the possibility of so-called
coherent attacks [38].
Upon reception of all pairs, Alice and Bob apply the following protocol to them. Note
that steps 1 and 2 are only applied once, while steps 3, 4, and 5 are applied recursively in
17

























FIG. 9: The eect of one-qubit white noise on the delity F , the conditional delity F
cond
and
the number of iterations required for the convergence up to an uncertainty  = 10
 12
.
the subsequent distillation process.
















, where k = 0,1,2,3.









j = 1; : : : ; N is a random permutation.
Steps 1 and 2 are required in order to treat correlated pairs correctly. Note that steps 1
and 2 would also be required | as \preprocessing" steps | for the ideal distillation process
[12], if one requires that the process converges for arbitrary states of the form (14) to an
ensemble of pure EPR states. While in [12] it is possible to check whether or not the process
converges to the desired pure state, by measuring the delity of some of the remaining pairs,
this is not possible when imperfect apparatus is used. Since the maximum attainable delity
F
max
is smaller than unity, there is no known way to exclude the possibility that the non-ideal
delity is due to correlations between the initial pairs. In both steps Alice and Bob discard
the information which of the rotations and permutations, respectively, were chosen by their
random number generator. Thus they deliberately loose some of the information about the
ensemble which is still available to Eve (as she can eavesdrop the classical information that















































FIG. 10: Number N of pairs needed to create one pair with conditional delity F
cond
. The
initial state of the pairs was of the Werner type with delity F
0
= 85%. One- and two-qubit




) = (0:9333; 0:9466),
(0:9733; 0:9786), (0:9866; 0:9833), (0:9933; 0:9946) (from top to bottom).















































which corresponds to a classically correlated ensemble of pure Bell states. Since the purica-
tion protocol that they are applying in the following steps maps Bell states onto Bell states,
it is statistically consistent for Alice and Bob to assume after step 1 that they are dealing
with a (numbered) ensemble of pure Bell states, where they have only limited knowledge
about which Bell state a specic pair is in. The fact that the pairs are correlated means that
the order in which they appear in the numbered ensemble may have some pattern, which
may have been imposed by Eve or by the channel itself. By applying step 2, Alice and Bob
(i) deliberately ignore this pattern and (ii) randomize the order in which the pairs are used
in the subsequent purication steps [42]. For all statistical predictions made by Alice and
























in which the p

describe the probability with which each pair is found in the Bell state jB

i.
At this point, Alice and Bob have to make sure that p
00





> 1=2, which depends on the noise level introduced by thier local apparatus.
This test can be performed locally by statistical tests on a certain fraction of the pairs.
As Alice and Bob now own an ensemble of Bell diagonal pairs, they may proceed as
described in the previous section. However, it is a reasonable question why Eve cannot
take advantage of the additional information which she has about the state of the pairs: as
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she is allowed to keep the information about the twirl operations in step 1 and 2, from her
point of view all the pairs remain in an highly entangled 2N -qubit state. Nevertheless, all
predicions made by Eve must be statistically consistent with the predictions made by Alice
and Bob (or, for that matter, their lab demon), which means that the state calculated by
Eve must be the same as the state calculated by the lab demon, tracing out Eve's additional
information. As the lab demon gets a pure state at the end of the entanglement distillation
process, this must also be the result which Eve obtains using her additional information,
simply due to the fact that no pure state can be written as a non-trivial convex combination
of other states.
IV. HOW TO CALCULATE THE FLAG UPDATE FUNCTION
In this section, we analyse how errors are propagated in the distillation process. As was
mentioned earlier, the state of a given pair that survives a given purication step in the
distillation process depends on all errors that occured on pairs in earlier steps, which belong
to the \family tree" of this pair. Each step of the distillation process consist of a number of
unitary operations followed by a measurement, which we want to treat separately.
A. Unitary transformations and errors
Consider an error U
err
(i.e. a random unitary transformation) that is introduced before a
unitary transformation U is performed on a state j i. Note that, without loss of generality,
it is always possible to split up a noisy quantum operation close to a unitary operation U
in two parts: rst, a noisy operation close to identity, and afterwards the noiseless unitary
operation U . For that reason, it only a matter of interpretation whether we think of a
quantum operation which is accompanied by noise, e. g. as described by a master equation
of the Lindblad form, or of the combination of some noise channel rst and the noiseless
quantum operation afterwards.
We call a transformation U
corr
an error corrector, if the equation













We want to calculate the error corrector for the Pauli operators and the unitary operation
U
2 EPP
, which consists of the bilateral x-rotations and the BCNOT operation, as described
in Section II.
In what follows, it is important to note that Pauli rotations and all the unitary operations
used in the entanglement purication protocol map Bell states onto Bell states; it is thus















using the phase bit i and the amplitude bit j with i; j 2 f0; 1g [11], which we have implicitly



















i, where  may act on either side of the pair.




to as the amplitude ip operator, 
z
as the phase ip operator, and 
y
as the phase and
amplitude ip operator.
The eect of the bilateral one-qubit rotation in the 2{EPP can be easily expressed in































































where the rst and second pair plays the role of the \source" and the \target" pair. Instead
of (21), we will use an even more economic notation of the form (i; j)  jB
i;j
i. Eq. (21) can
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independend from the initial state of the pairs. This is the desired result.
B. Measurements and measurement errors
As the 2{EPP does not only consist of unitary transformations but also of measurements,
it is an important question whether or not errors can be corrected after parts of the system
have been measured, and how we can deal with measurement errors. It is important to
note that whether a pair is kept or discarded in the 2{EPP depends on the measurement
outcomes. This means that, depending on the level of noise in the distillation process,
dierent pairs may be distilled, each with a dierent \family tree" of pairs. This procedure
is conceptually very dierent from quantum error correction, in the following sense: In
quantum error correction, it is necessary to correct for errors before performing a readout
measurement on a logical qubit. Here, the situation is quite dierent: the lab demon
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performs all calculations only for bookkeeping purposes. No action is taken, and thus no
error correction is performed, neither by the lab demon, nor by Alice and Bob.
In the analysis of the noisy entanglement distillation process [18, 19], not only noisy
unitary operations have been taken into account, but also noisy measurement apparatus,
which is assumed to yield the correct result with the probability , and the wrong result
with the probalility 1  . Surprisingly, if only the measurements are noisy (i. e. all unitary
operations are perfect), the 2{EPP produces perfect EPR pairs, as long as the noise is
moderate ( > 63:5%). The reason for this property lies in the fact that F = 1 is a xpoint
of the 2{EPP even with noisy measurements. For a physical understanding of this fact, it
is useful to note that in the distillation process, while the delity of the pairs increases, it
becomes more and more unlikely that a pair which should have been discarded is kept due
to a measurement error. This means that the increasingly dominant eect of measurement
errors is that pairs which should have been kept are discarded. However, this does not
decrease the delity of remaining pairs, only the eÆciency of the protocols is aected.
This fact is essential for our goal to extend the concept of error correctors to the entire
2{EPP which actually includes measurements: As was shown in IVA, noise in the unitary
operations can be accounted for with the help of error correctors, which can be used to keep
track of errors through the entire distillation process; on the other hand, the measurement
in the 2{EPP may yield wrong results due to noise which occured in an earlier (unitary)
operation. This has, however, the same eect as a measurement error, of which we have
seen that it does not jeopardize the entanglement distillation process.
C. The reset rule
From the preceeding two sections, one can identify a rst candidate for the ag update
function. The idea is the following: The error corrector U
corr
calculated in IVA describes
how errors on the phase- and amplitude bit are propagated by the 2{EPP. For the lab






























as an error operation afterwards.
Let us now assume, as an ansatz motivated by the preceeding section, that the measure-
ment which follows the unitary operation U
2 EPP
does not compromise the concept of error
correctors. The lab demon can then consider the error corrector as an recursive update rule
for errors on the phase- and amplitude bit, i. e. . for the phase- and amplitude error bits
which constitute the error ag. Anyway, he has to discard the target-pair part of the error
corrector, as the target pair is measured and does no longer take part in the distillation
process. The knowledge of the error ag of a specic pair implies that the lab demon could
undo all errors introduced in the family tree of this pair. For example, if the error ag has
the value (i; j), the lab demon could apply the Pauli operator 
i;j
in order to undo the eect
of all errors he introduced up to that point.
Now it is clear that the noiseless protocol asymptotically produces perfect EPR pairs in
the state B
0;0
. It follows that | in the asymptotic limit | a pair with the error ag (i; j)
must be in the state B
i;j
, i. e. the error ags and the states of the pairs are strictly correlated.







; p a). However, as we will see, the assumption made above is not
quite true; for that reason why we call this update function a candidate for the ag update
function.
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The candidate has already the important property that states with perfect correlations









are mapped onto states with perfect correlations.
However, using the candidate ag update function, perfect correlations between ags and
pairs are not built up unless they exist from the beginning. By following the distillation
process in a Monte Carlo simulation that takes the error ags into account, the reason for
this is easy to identify: The population of pairs which carry an amplitude error becomes too
large. Now, the amplitude bit (not the amplitude error bit!) of a target pair is responsible
for the coincidence of Alices and Bobs measurement results; if the amplitude bit has the
value zero, the measurement results coincide and the source pair will be kept, otherwise it
will be discarded. If the target pair carries an amplitude error, a measurement error will
occur, and there are two possibilities: either the source pair will be kept even though it
should have been discarded, or vice versa, then the source pair will be discarded although it
should have been kept. Obviously, the latter case does not destroy the convergence of the
entanglement distillation process (but it does have an impact on its eÆciency); as Alice and
Bob do not have any knowledge of the error ags, there is nothing that can be done in this
case, and both pairs are discarded. The rst case is more interesting. It is clear that for pairs
with perfectly correlated error ags this case will not occur (due to the perfect correlations
the amplitude error bit can only have the value one if the amplitude bit has the value one,
which is just the second case). This means that we have the freedom to modify the error
ags of the remaining pair without loosing the property that perfectly correlated states get
mapped onto perfectly correlated states. It turns out that setting both the error amplitude
bit and the error phase bit of the remaining pair to zero yields the desired behaviour of the
ag update function, so that perfect correlations are being built up.




 p  a. The ag update













 p a = 0
(0; 0) otherwise:
(25)
For convenience, the values of the ag update function are given in Tab. I.
V. DISCUSSION
We have shown in Section III, that the two-way entanglement distillation process is able to
disentangle any eavesdropper from an ensemble of imperfect EPR pairs distributed between
Alice and Bob, even in the presence of noise, i. e. when the pairs can only be puried up
to a specic maximum delity F
max
< 1. Alice and Bob may use these imperfectly puried
pairs as a secure quantum communication channel. They are thus able to perform secure
quantum communication, and, as a special case, secure classical communication (which is
in this case equivalent to a key distribution scheme).
In order to keep the argument transparent, we have considered the case where noise of
the form (4) is explicitly introduced by a ctious lab-demon, who keeps track of all error
operations and performs calculations. However, using a simple indistinguishability argument
(see Section IIIA), we could show that any apparatus with the noise characteristics (4) is
equivalent to a situation where noise is introduced by the lab demon. This means that
the security of the protocol does not depend on the fact whether or not anybody actually
23
calculates the ag update function. It is suÆcient to just use a noisy 2{EPP, in order to get
a secure quantum channel.
For the proof, we had to make several assumptions on the noise that acts in Alices and
Bobs entanglement purication device. One restriction is that we only considered noise which
is of the form (4). However, this restriction is only due to technical reasons; we conjecture
that our results are also true for most general noise models of the form (3). More generally,
a regularization procedure (c.f. Section IIIA) can be used to actively make any noise Bell-
diagonal. We have also implicitly introduced the assumption that the eavesdropper has no
additional knowledge about the noise process, i. e. Eve only knows the publicly known noise
characteristics (4) of the apparatus. This assumption would not be justied, for example, if
the lab demon was bribed by Eve, or if Eve was able to manipulate the apparatus in Alice's
and Bob's laboratories, for example by shining in light from an optical ber. This concern
is not important from a principial point of view, as the laboratories of Alice and Bob are
considered secure by assumption. On the other hand, this concern has to be taken into
account in a practical implementation.
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